BSL-2 plus laboratory for emerging pathogens at ICMR-RMRC
Gorakhpur was inaugurated by Shri Yogi Adityanath, Hon’ble Chief
Minister of UP on 6th July, 2020
Shri Yogi Adityanath, Hon’ble CM of UP inaugurated the newly established BSL-2
facility for emerging pathogens including COVID-19 at ICMR-RMRC, Gorakhpur
on 6th July, 2020. He also reviewed the ongoing TB prevalence Survey in Eastern UP
and appreciated the mobile lab cum bus fitted with X-ray, CBNATT with wifi facility
being used for the Survey. Hon’ble CM also appreciated the ongoing construction of
new building of RMRC and suggested for its early completion.

BSL-2 Plus laboratory set up at ICMR- RMRC has following Instruments and
specifications:
This Laboratory has two type-A2 bio-safety cabinets suitable for handling the Risk Group
2 & 3 pathogens including Covid-19 virus. These bio-containment workstation features
inward airflow for personnel protection. Airflow pattern is designed for 30% exhaust
through specially designed ducts to ambient and remaining 70% is re-circulated through
HEPA filters. These Bio-safety cabinets meet the basic requirements for design,
construction and performance to provide personnel, product and environmental protection
in accordance with NSF (National Sanitation Foundation) #49 Standards. All HEPA
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filters in these cabinets are anti-microbial and reactive against bacteria, fungi, viruses,
and related bio-entities with EU 14 grade with an efficiency of 99.99% and in compliance
with ISO Class 4.8 /Class 5 conditions per ISO 14644-1 and -2 (formerly Class 100).
This laboratory is established in 14”x19” area with attached 5”x19” changing room. The
laboratory is equipped with HVAC modules for negative pressure in laboratory. The
laboratory has a pass boxes with UV light for transport of samples and infectious
material. The entry and exit doors are having pre-filters for entry of fresh airs in the
laboratory. Each Bio-safety cabinets are also having electrical back-up for 20-30 minutes.
The negative pressure in the laboratory is helpful to provide personnel, product and
environmental protection. The sample processing will speed-up due to this laboratory
which ultimately enhances the testing capacity of COVID-19 samples in our institute.
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ICMR-RMRC Team involved in COVID-19 Testing

CM Yogi Aditynath visiting ICMR-RMRC Laboratry
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HON’ble CM, Shri Yogi Adityanath discussing about progress of new buildling

CM Shri Yogi Adityanath having a discussion on Gandhi and Health
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Glimpses of CM, Yogiaditynath Visit to ICMR-RMRC, Gorakhpur and reviewing the TB Prevalence Survey
and Mobile lab fitted with X-Ray and Gene-Xpert
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BSL-2 plus lab at ICMR-RMRC, Gorakhpur
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